Case Study

Aligning Security Solutions
and Business Objectives
Enterprise-wide digital defenses

Benefits of
Security Services
By capitalizing on our skills,
experience, and strong
relationships with industryleading technology providers,
your organization is able to:

From a growing number of data breaches to expanding compliance requirements, the security
landscape is evolving rapidly. Datalink Security Services help you operationalize security so
that you can keep abreast of the changing threatscape, mitigate risk, and protect your valuable
assets on all on-premise and public cloud platforms.

Mitigate risk
• Quickly identify and resolve
vulnerabilities

Empowering your proactive security stance

Operate more efficiently
• Prove compliance efficiently

The most cost-effective way to handle cyberattacks is not to respond to them but to
anticipate them and take proactive steps to mitigate risk. That’s why we make security a
top priority in everything we do — from architecture and deployment to cloud services and
data center transformation.
Datalink Security Services include:

• Implement enterprise-wide
protection

• Improve technology flexibility
• Accelerate time-to-value for
investment
Improve the client experience
• Enhance privacy

Security strategy workshops

• Improve access

Security roadmaps

Operate more cost effectively
• Move from CapEx to OpEx

Solution design and technology selection
Security tool rationalization
Monitored and managed security
Managed security operations center (SOC)

• Rationalize security toolsets
by reducing license and
maintenance costs

Case Study

Advancing security initiatives through effective engagements
Leading distributor of vehicle components seeks guidance after the
departure of its CISO
• Provided temporary CISO
• Developed project plans for addressing areas of concern
• Addressed key issues including DNS, Active Directory,
PKI infrastructure, password remediation and vaulting,
encryption, file sharing, and data loss prevention

Addiction treatment and advocacy organization implements new security
initiative following a security breach

Making IT happen
Datalink helps organizations
transform technology,
operations, and service delivery
to meet business challenges.
We provide expert guidance on

• Identified and prioritized nine security initiatives aligned
with business outcomes
• Defined governance framework around ISO 27002
• Developed 18-month roadmap with key milestones

IT investment, working with
clients to deliver comprehensive
transformations that enhance
service levels, support growth,
increase operational efficiency,

Large not-for-profit healthcare organization initiates a three-year security
assessment program following acquisition

and reduce risk.
Learn more at:
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• Performed external and internal vulnerability and
penetration testing
• Conducted compliance audit
• Performed HIPAA and PCI Strategic Security Assessment

National litigation law firm with three U.S. offices enhances security after breach
• Performed on-site and remote vulnerability scanning and
implementation of a NextGen Firewall to assess ingress/
egress traffic
• Identified 10 high and 3 critical vulnerabilities, and
1,400 login attempts in a Brute Force Attack targeting a
terminal server
• Reviewed network diagram and proposed future state
complete with new firewall, wireless and network hardware,
installation and integration, and managed services
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